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Advertising and Promotion Leverage on Arts
Sponsorship Effectiveness
Using an experimental approach, the returns achieved by three sponsors of the 1998
Adeiaide Festival of the Arts are examined. Using a before-and-after design with a
controi group, a mail survey measured the change in attitudes to, and awareness of,
three particular sponsors and their sponsorship efforts, by members of the audience
who attended one of these sponsored events, and corresponding results for a
non-attending controi group. Results showed conclusively that sponsorship effectiveness
is directly related to the degree to which the sponsors are willing to leverage their
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ALTHOUGH THE WORD SPONSORSHIP is derived from
the Greek "horigia," which is a combination of the
words "horos" (the dance) and "iigoumai" (I di-
rect or I lead) (Dalakas, 1996), a review of the lit-
erature reveals that, until recently, researchers in
this area had focused their attention on sports
sponsorship, often at the expense of any other
type, to such an extent that most sponsorship
knowledge has been derived from sports {Farelly
and Quester, 1997). In fact, sports sponsorship has
become the benchmark for sponsorship research
and management (Witcher et al., 1991), despite
suggested differences in the commercial make-up
of the sports and arts sponsorship categories
(Witcher et al., 1991) and the potential differences
in the way they are presently managed (Thwaites,
1995; Crowley, 1991). However, in recent years the
opportunities for sponsor involvement have ex-
panded from the traditional areas of sports and
arts to include, for example, cause-related market-
ing projects (Meenaghan, 1998).
The prolific academic research on sponsorship
in the past few years reflects the significant growth
experienced by this communication tool in the
business world, attributed to increasing corporate
disillusionment with the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of traditional media, government restric-
tions on tobacco and alcohol advertising, reduced
govemment assistance to the arts, increased popu-
larity and commercialism of sports and arts, the
increasing trend to globalization of corporate/brand
entities, and relationship marketing (Grimes, 1998;
Meenaghan, 1998). Worldwide sponsorships are
currently estimated to reach USD 17.4 billion
(Sponsorship Research International, 1998), with
Australian sponsorships reported by the Commer-
cial Economic Advisory Service (CEASA) to have
grown from AUD 100 million in 1987 to AUD 253
million in 1991 (Quester, 1993) and more than
AUD 700 million in 1997 (Skildum-Reid, 1997).
In 2000, the Sydney Olympic year, total spon-
sorships exceeded 1.4 billion (Lloyd, 2000). But
while companies have diversified their sponsor-
ship activities, sports still dominate sponsorship
investment, commanding between 75 to 80 percent
of total investments, when the next most popular
area of investment, the arts, accounts for only 10 to
15 percent (Thwaites, 1995). Within the "arts" cat-
egory, further distinction can be made between
"high art"—areas such as dance, drama, classical
music, literature, art exhibitions, and museums—
and "popular" art—such as pop music and film
(Meenaghan, 1998). Meenaghan quotes lEG 1997
statistics that popular music sponsorship in the
United States accounted for 10 percent of total
sponsorship or $650 million.
Despite such dramatic growth in recent years,
the value of sponsorships in 1996 in Australia only
constituted 3.9 percent of world sponsorship ex-
penditure and 13.8 percent of Australian advertis-
ing expenditure (Meenaghan, 1998). As noted by
this author, however, these estimates do not in-
clude the expenditure, in advertising and promo-
tion, that is necessary to ensure proper exploita-
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tion of the sponsorship. An acknowledged
industry norm is that a 'leverage' figure at
least equal to the amount needed to ac-
quire property rights is necessary, al-
though many sponsors spend several
times the property rights fee in support of
their initial investments. The importance
of this point will become apparent when
we later report the results of our study.
Finding an enduring definition for com-
mercial sponsorship has proven difficult,
yet there is consensus that it does not
equate to "patronage" or "philanthropy"
(Cornweil, 1995; Turner, 1987; Townley
and Grayson, 1984). Meenaghan (1991a)
provided a clear and concise definition of
commercial sponsorship and its commer-
cial motivation as:
. . . an investment, in cash or in kind, in
an activity, person or event (sponsee),
in return for access to the exploitable
commercial potential associated with
that activity, person or event by the in-
vestor (sponsor).
This definition reflects the phasing out of
the donation mentality and its replace-
ment by economic-based partnerships be-
tween sponsoring and sponsored organi-
zations, backed by legal agreements, defi-
nitions of property rights and a focus on
returns-on-investment (Meenaghan, 1998).
Meenaghan's definition clearly applies
to the sponsorship of sports, arts, and
other causes. However, while few would
argue with such commercial intent in the
case of sports sponsorship, the same
might not necessarily be true for the arts,
where corporate giving has been more
commonplace in the past (Gross, Traylor,
and Shuman, 1986). However, a shift in
terminology—from "patronage" io "com-
mercial sponsorship"—is evident in the
work of both researchers and practitioners
of recent times. Marketing-driven spon-
sorships, or at the very least, "philan-
thropy aligned with profit motives," is
now characteristic of corporate intent in
relation to the arts (Carter, 1996; Nealon,
1996; Shanklin and Kuzma, 1992; Vara-
darajan and Menon, 1998).
Sponsorship investment has been his-
torically directed toward sports primarily
because of its flexibility as a communica-
tion vehicle and because of the opportu-
nity it affords for association with increas-
ingly commercially driven phenomena:
sport and sports heroes. Importantly, con-
sumers all over the world are enthralled
by sports, as they increasingly seek leisure
activities as a diversion from their daily
work routine (Meenaghan, 1991b; Bur-
ridge, 1989; Townley and Grayson, 1984).
Sports is a vehicle that enables electronic
media exposure, including the increas-
ingly accessible communication technolo-
gies such as cable, satellite, and micro-
wave. Moreover, it can be employed to
entice niche or multisegment audiences
spanning a range of demographic and
psychographic profiles (Thwaites, 1995;
Meenaghan, 1991b; Meerabeau et al.,
1991). In particular, sports sponsorship
usually delivers young male audiences
that are typically difficult to reach by
more traditional marketing communica-
tion methods. Sports sponsorship can also
be used to transcend cultural, lingual, and
geographic boundaries to reach interna-
tional audiences. It can be a catalyst for
building corporate image and brand
prominence globally (Marshall and Cook,
1992).
The arts, on the other hand, enjoy a sig-
nificantly lesser public profile and a
smaller share of the sponsorship dollar as
they are perceived as less lucrative,
deemed "exclusivist" and "inaccessible"
by some corporations, and thought to pre-
clude mass participation (Witcher et al.,
1991). Arts audiences are distinct from
sports audiences: they consist of different
demographic and socioeconomic groups
that are typically older, more affluent.
more highly educated, and on aggregate,
a great deal smaller in numbers than sport
audiences overall. As such, arts events
generally attract less media coverage and
publicity than sports events, and while at-
tractive as a niche vehicle, they appeal less
to commercial sponsors targeting large
market segments.
Some, however, have predicted that arts
sponsorship investment will grow as a re-
sult of the increasing saturation of sports
properties and the burgeoning cost of
larger events and bigger sporting heroes
(Meerabeau et al., 1991; Simms, 1997).
There are also indications that sponsors
are becoming concerned about the com-
mercial risks of being associated with ethi-
cal problems related either to individiuil
sports or athletes, such as positive drug-
testing (Thwaites et al, 1998), or to sports
administrators, such as rumors of corrup-
tion surrounding the International Olym-
pic Committee. Other reasons may in-
clude the belief by some arts sponsors that
the sponsor's consumer appeal is grow-
ing. Toshiba, a major sponsor of the arts
around the world, carries out regular mar-
ket research as part of its sponsorship in-
vestment. A major piece of this research
carried out in the United Kingdom re-
vealed that in 1995 more than four times
as many people visited museums and gal-
leries (110 million) than attended league
football (i.e., British soccer) matches
(Carter, 1996).
Yet, there has been little, if any, rigorous
research undertaken in the field of arts
sponsorship to date. This may be the re-
sult of corporate reluctance to admit their
profit motives in relation to the arts, or
may stem from a time lag in the realiza-
tion that better performance can only re-
sult from repeated and objective evalua-
tions of the results of such communication
efforts.
This study proposes to examine a num-
ber of the issues mentioned above. First, it
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intends to assess to what extent arts audi-
ences are aware of sponsors' roles and ac-
lept, appreciate, or resent sponsors' roles.
Second, following qualitative research
whereby corporate goals in undertaking
Festival sponsorship were ascertained, the
study aims to examine whether the invest-
ments—direct and indirect—made by
three leading sponsors of a major Festival
event have generated the types of audi-
ence perception results expected by man-
agement. Similar attitudinal indices were
developed by Grimes and Meenaghan
(l^^S) in their study of internal/external
attitudes to Bank of Ireland sponsorships
in arts and sports, Their conclusions "that
the values to be transferred from an event
to the sponsor in a sponsorship arrange-
ment reside clearly in the mind of the au-
dience, and that different members of the
audience may hold quite different percep-
tions oi that event and the values con-
tained therein," hold relevance to the cur-
rent study.
In addition, this paper proposes to ap-
ply an experimental approach to this
assessment, in order to demonstrate the
usefulness and feasibility of such method-
ology in marketing academic research of
this type. Stipp (1998), based on research
conducted at the 1992 Barcelona Olym-
pics, concluded that "causal studies
should further test the model (described
in the paper) and explore open ques-
tions," yet such experimental research re-
mains rare in relation to sponsorship issues.
A comparative review of the literature
pertaining to sports and arts management
is summarized next. The paper then de-
scribes in some detail the methodology
used for measuring the effectiveness of
arts sponsors' investments, be they direct
sponsorship costs or leverage expendi-
tures. Some results of the study follow
and, and the paper concludes with an as-
sessment of the methodology and an
agenda for future research and analysis.
SPORTS AND ARTS SPONSORSHIP
MANAGEMENT COMPARED
The limited research undertaken on arts
sponsorship has found differences be-
tween arts and sports in relation to objec-
tives sought, evaluation processes, audi-
ences targeted, and responsibility within
the organizational hierarchy (Thwaites,
1995; Witcher et al., 1991; Farrelly and
Quester, 1997).
Arts sponsors are believed to pursue
image rather than market objectives and
to manage the process differently, with a
more specific public relation perspective,
due to arts sponsors' focus on relation-
ships and a strong desire to erJiance cor-
porate stature in the community. As a re-
sult, arts sponsors have been found to rate
community relations and hospitality as
their most important objectives (Witcher
et al., 1991). Sports sponsors, on the other
hand, are said to aim more for audience
reach; brand and product awareness; and
to actively seek media exposure in their
sponsorship efforts (Sparks, 1995; Mar-
shall and Cook, 1991; Abratt and Grobler,
1989).
Sponsors of the arts seem to carry out
more frequent evaluations than sports
sponsors (Thwaites, 1995; Witcher et al.,
1991), perhaps because arts sponsorship
expenditure is usually less than that of
sports (Meenaghan, 1991b), leaving some
funds to undertake performance evalua-
tions, it may also be that arts organiza-
tions, working with very limited budgets,
are under greater obligation to undertake
cost-benefit analyses for all marketing-
related expenditures. Moreover, arts
sponsorship may be the only form of com-
munication for some organizations such
as legal institutions, making effects easier
to isolate, measure, and respond to.
Arts sponsors more commonly center
the sponsorship function in the PR depart-
ment, whereas sports sponsors conduct
their programs (at least more recently)
from within the marketing department.
This has been deemed an important indi-
cation of the organizational perception of
the role of sponsorship, as the closer spon-
sorship is to the marketing function, the
more effective is its management (Witcher
etai., 1991).
Despite the above differences, arts
sponsorship research and management
techniques have been largely borrowed
from those of sports sponsorship (Witcher
et al., 1991). In this study, however, the
research was initiated with a qualitative
and exploratory phase, followed by a
more quantitative data collection phase,
described later. The qualitative phase
comprised of in-depth interviews with
key sponsorship decision-making manag-
ers from sponsoring organizations, as well
as with management of the Adelaide Fes-
tival Office. Three sponsors eventually
agreed to participate in the quantitative
phase of the study.
THE ADELAIDE FESTIVAL EXPERIMENT:
OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
Observational studies, surveys, and the
investigation of secondary data can help
provide useful insights into exploratory or
descriptive aspects of marketing; however
they have limited application in situations
requiring a causal judgment. In order to
judge if advertising—or sponsorship—is
in fact having any impact, an experiment
is necessary (Acker and Day, 1995).
Critical to the experiment is the state-
ment of the problem to be solved (Hicks,
1982). In this study, the broad research
problem is the question "Is sponsorship
effective?" In-depth discussions with
sponsors unearthed specific goals that the
three participating sponsors described as
motivating factors behind their sponsor-
ship investment. These included: en-
hancement of their corporate image to so-
ciety in general, increased awareness of
their product/service in specific target
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markets, presentation of a strong Austra-
lian corporate presence, creation of a pub-
iic perception of "giving something back"
via the arts, presentation of an image as
strong as that of a main competitor, en-
hancement of "trust" among the public/
consumers, promotion of practical aspects
of a product offering, positioning/
repositioning in relation to competing cor-
porations, and product promotion that
differs from conventional advertising.
The attitudes of consumers toward the
concept and practice of sponsorship, as
opposed to advertising, are of consider-
able interest to researchers and marketing
communication professionals. For ex-
ample, are they cynical or admiring, skep-
tical, or trusting? Is there a preference for
arts sponsors over sports sponsors? If a
company provides sponsorship funding
to a forum such as the Adelaide Festival,
in what way are consumers' perceptions
changed? Do they feel "appreciation" to-
ward sponsors as was found in the case of
sports audiences (Stipp and Schiavone,
1996)? This study aims to provide some
answers to these questions in the particu-
lar context of one single art event. As
such, the scope of our study is limited to
that context alone. However, it also repre-
sents a first attempt at measuring quanti-
tatively both awareness and attitudinal
changes induced by art event attendance.
Moreover, while the results of this study
pertain only to the Adelaide Festival,
many of the research findings might have
some relevance to other sponsored arts
events.
The methodology undertaken in this
study consisted of a two-phase survey, de-
signed to measure awareness of, as well as
attitudes and reactions to, sponsors and
sponsorships of the 1998 Adelaide Festi-
val, a biennial event of worldwide artistic
reputation and Australia's foremost event
of this kind. The Adelaide Festival was
chosen for this experiment because of its
"compactness," both from a temporal per-
spective (it was staged over a two-week
period in February-March 1998) and from
a geographic perspective (it took place al-
most entirely in the center of the city of
Adelaide). The Festival contributes sig-
nificantly to the economy of the State of
South Australia, with audiences in excess
of 40,000 and some AUD 13 million in
Gross State Product, comprising 10 mil-
lion in ticket sales and 3 million in outside
investments, including sponsorship (1996
Adelaide Festival: An Economic Impact
Study).
The experimental design was a Two-
Stage Treatment-Control design as shown
in Figure 1. Treatment Groups consisted
of people who purchased tickets to three
specific Festival events, sponsored by the
three participating corporations. The Con-
trol Group were representatives of the
Adelaide general public, selected ran-
domly from the Adelaide 1998 Telephone
Directory.
The Control Group helped to control for
history and maturation effects as well as
for the relative effect of Oj on O .^ How-
ever, the design failed to control for the
effect of the before measure on X, the experi-
ment treatment since the before measure
may sensitize respondents and distort
their reaction to the experimental treat-
ment (Acker and Day, 1995). Tliis issue
Treatment Group 0^ X O2
Control Group O3 O4
where 0^ and O3 are pre-Festival obser-
vations (measurements) and
O3 and 0^ are post-Festival
observations (measurements)
X = Treatment {Attendance at
sponsored Adelaide Festival
event)
Figure 1 The Experimental
Design of the Study
will be discussed in more detail later. The
logic of this design is that responses of the
Control Group are not affected by the
Treatment (attendance at the Festival). In
practice, however, we were not able to
preclude the Control Group from attend-
ing the Festival, and stated attendance
among this group was subsequently
found to be higher than expected. How-
ever, in many other aspects, the Contrtil
Group exhibited demographic differences
that contrasted with the Treatment Group.
A contrasting profile is provided in Table
1. As expected, the Treatment Group, be-
ing subscribers to an arts event, was more
highly educated, professional, and cul-
ture-oriented than was the general public,
as characterized in the statistics of the
Control Group.
Agreement was gained from three
sponsors, who for confidentiality reasons,
will be referred to as A, B, and D and from
the Adelaide Festival Office, to extract a
random sample of names from the book-
ings lists of three events sponsored by the
three sponsors involved. These three firms
were selected on the basis of the extent to
which they engaged in leveraging activi-
ties such as advertising, PR, and sales pro-
motion to support their sponsorship pro-
gram (A spending the most, D the least,
and B an intermediate amount). Thus, 200
names were randomly drawn from the
general music program sponsored by A,
200 from the bookings for "Songs of the
Wanderers" sponsored by B, and 200 from
bookings to Tinning of the Shrexr (spon-
sored by D). In addition, 200 names were
selected randomly from the 1998 Adelaide
telephone directory, to form a Control
Group, referred to as Group C, hereafter.
Three forms of the questionnaire were
developed to be used in a mail survey to
the aforementioned respondents whose
names and addresses were supplied on la-
bels by the Adelaide Festival Office. A
mail survey was chosen because of the re-
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^ tions seeking demographic profile infor-
A Comparison of Treatment and Control mation.
In Stage U, questionnaires for categories
P A B and O wprp mailed onlv to Stase I
Characteristic Treatment Groups Controi Group respondents. The principle aim of the ex-
periment was to test awareness, attitudes
Arts participant—Def. YES 45.1% 7.0% _, ^ , , j . .• •
toward, and knowledge of sponsorship ls-
f^ .'^ .^.^ .^ .^ !^ ^ !^^ ,^ .^ ~?.^ .t'..!f.^ .? .^^.'.^^ ...7^ ;,T.?!'. sues before and after the Festival. The
Sports participant—Def. YES 8.7% 24.6% questionnaire used for these groups con-
Sports enthusiast—Def. YES 15.2% 37.5% tained questions that sought such infor-
••" ' ."'• r j ^r^ ^^ c^ CO 70/ mation after the Festival. It was thus not
Care for society—Def. YES 77.5% 62.7%
necessary to repeat demographic-
Care for self—Def. YES 52.7% 41.1% „. ,
profilmg questions. Since the response
Modal age group ^9^^^..'^.^.?. .-^ .^ ^5.?,)!!".^  rate for Stage I was lower for group C than
% Male 30.4% 50.0% for the other groups. Stage 11 question-
Modal family stage Empty nester 28.4% Partner/kids 27% "^i'-es were sent to all 200 Group C re-
Widov^ed/divorced 27% spondents initially selected. An alternate
' " ' ' „ r , . . «<-n, version of the Stage II questionnaire, also
Modal occupation Prof/Mgr 63.5% Prof/Mgr 25% ,
including demographics, was used for
I^ .^^ .L .^TIR-P^^ ^ •- •'••••" those Group C respondents who did not
Education—Degree/PG 71.1% 17.9% respond to Stage 1.
Personal income <$50,000 62.7% 87.5%
Personal income >$75,000 15.4% 0% _  RESULTS
The response rates shown in Table 2 dem-
HH income <$50.000 38.2% 65.5% , , ^ . . . .
• onstrate the value of using reminders tor
^.^..'.'?.9.?^^..'f.?.T.^.'.9.9?. f:.9:^^. ...^ .'.T.^ . the purpose of reducing nonresponse bias
Attended Ad Fest in past? 93.4% 51% when conducting mail surveys. It is clear
Intend to attend 1998 Ad Fest? 100% 28.2% from Table 2, however, that respondents
^^^n, - , .„, who had been patrons of at least one show
Attended 1998 Ad Fest 100% 21.4% ^
were much more likely to participate in
Never attend live performance 0% 20% i^. ^ j -m, .. t^u r- •. lthe study. The response rate of the Control
Attend < once a year 5.2% f^Z:^^. Group, at about 20 percent for Stage I or II,
Never watch live arts TV 3.9% 7.5% is much more representative of consumer
Watch special events'TV 21.8% 35% «""eys than are the high response rates
achieved with either Treatment Group—
for which response rates above 50 percent
quirement by the Festival Office that we in understanding sponsorships and subse- were consistently recorded, both before
not infringe on respondents' privacy on quently in assisting the arts. and after the event itself.
Festival premises as well as for its expedi- In Stage I, all 800 selected respondents
L-ncy and cost effectiveness. For both were sent a common questiormaire, in-
stages of the survey a reminder letter was volving questions designed to test aware-
mailed and additional questionnaires ness, attitudes, and knowledge about pa-
sent. All questionnaires were accompa- tronage of the arts and sports in general,
nied by a letter from the researchers bear- knowledge and likely patronage of the
ing the logos of both UWS Nepean and 1998 Adelaide Festival in general, specific
the University of Adelaide, explaining questions relating to the specific goals of
the purpose of collecting the information the sponsorships of A, B, and D, and ques-
Generai attitudes toward sponsorship
Attitudinal statements were included in
the questionnaires to assess respondents'
general views of sponsorship and of spon-
sors. Table 3 presents a summary of the
respondents' responses to these after the
event took place. These attitudes did not
change with the passing of the event itself.
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Before/After paired Mests revealed no many people shared the view that spon- that more of the sponsorship dollar
significant differences for any of these sorship was similar to advertising as dis- should be directed toward arts rather than
statements. agreed with this statement, a majority felt sports. Despite a certain degree of com-
Clearly, the Festival audiences were not inclined to give their business to sponsors. mercial realism (a large proportion recog-
opposed to sponsorship and regarded They believed that sponsors'investments nizing that sponsors were after their
sponsors in a favorable light. While as were not wasted and expressed the view money), respondents understood the role
that sponsors played in making such
events possible, acknowledging their cru-
^ ^ ^ cial part in bringing these shows to them.
Experimental Survey Response Rates: Stages I and II if sponsorship continues to be perceived
in such a light, it will be sure to keep its
Number of Received Response Rate Received Response Rate i • u .- ., •
r c^ Mi/Moc naic place in the commmiication portfolio ol
Group Questionnaires Stage 1 Stage 1 in % Stage 2 Stage 2 in % , ^ u ^^ i .u
•• - ^- ?. .^..=^.T..!!...„ large corporations battling the negative at-
^ 200 104 52.0 ?.?j?.':'.l? .^.^ 9.^ L...^ .9;.? titudes generated by heavy advertising.
B 200 101 50.5 64 (out of 101) 63.4
C 200 40 20.0 43 (out of 200) 21.5^ Further analysis of attitudes
^^^ '""" Table 4 shows significant differences in
D 200 103 51.5 78 {out of 103) 75.7 ^
perception between Treatment and Con-
trol Groups, on a number of attitudinal
TADi p o issues. The Control Group perceived a
„ _ _ , , „ . . . . _ lower level of community involvement on
Summary of Respondents'General Attitudes Toward ,. , r u . ,u c ^ i
^ the part of sponsors before the Festival,
Sponsorship ("After" Results) but this increased after the Festival, with
the association becoming nonsignificant.Strongiy Disagree or
A similar result emerged In relation to the
Agree Don't Stronglyf^ x A A yxx-x J attitude that the "Festival is better becauseStatements/Attitudes or Agree Know Disagree
of sponsors" and that "sponsorships are
I think favorably of companies that sponsor u *.!. ^u J ^- • » A • -c-
•^  no better than advertising. A significant
'• '. :?. __ difference between Treatment and Con-
Spoiisorsh|ps are no different from advertising. 49.8 5.9 44.3 trol Groups, however, persisted in rela-
I would be inclined to give my business to firms l^ i"" to respondents giving their business
that sponsor the arts. 61.2 24.9 13.9 '^ i firms who sponsored the arts, with less
Sponsorship is a waste of money^  for the sponsor. 2.2 18.'8 79.0 business emanating from the nonattend-
ing Control Group.
I would rather see money devoted to sports than
This is an interesting result, providine
to arts sponsorship. 3.8 6.8 89.4
some evidence that the "appreciation" fac-
Companies that sponsor the arts seem to be t^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ translate into business
.,..^^^e^!±': :*L? 5^:6 2.5 3^j p^^^id^ sponsorship with a clear
The Festival would not be possible without commercial advantage over advertising.
sponsorship. 80.9 15.7 3.4 The two other significant results in Table 4
Finance companies should not get involved in '^^ '^ ^ ^^^^ t'''^  Control Group is more in-
sponsorship. 2.4 32.2 61.4 dined to consider sponsorships in general
Sponsors are orily after consumeii'money^ 21^8 33^6 44.6 ' "^"'^^ "^ ' " " " ' '> ' ^ "^ '^^' ' ^'^^'^' P'"'''
portion would rather see money devoted
The Festival of the Arts is better because
to sports rather than arts sponsorship.
of sponsors. 87.4 11.7 .9 « u^ i^ • - . ., • -.-Both results remain consistently signifi-
Note: '•Before" Fesliimi resii/fs are not ilww}i (ml significnnth/ diffevcti from the -Aflcr" fi-sfira/ results tahuhte). cant before and after the Festival. These
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TABLE 4
Association between Attitude and Treatment/Control Group
sponsors are only after consumers' money.
Groups A. B, D; n = 287; 193
Control Group; n = 35; 35
Chi Sq Sig
Corporate sponsors are involved in their community.
Groups A, B, D; n= 287; 192
Control Group; n - 35; 33
Chi Sq Sig
Adelaide Festival is better because of sponsors.
Groups A, B. D; n = 298; 191
Control Group; n = 36; 34
Chi Sq Sig
Finance companies should not get involved in sponsorship.
Groups A, B, D; n = 272; 173
Control Group; n = 31 ; 32
Chi Sq Sig
Sponsors are only after consumers' money.
Groups A, B, D; n = 270; 175
Control Group; n = 31; 30
Chi Sq Sig
; think well of companies that sponsor the arts.
Groups A, B, D; n = 293; 197
Control Group; n = 35; 37
Chi Sq Sig
Sponsorships are no different from advertising.
Groups A, B. D; n = 288; 195
Control Group; n = 34; 37
Chi Sq Sig
/ would be inclined to give my business to firms
that sponsor the arts.
Groups A, B. D; n = 291; 197
Control Group; n = 33; 35
Chi Sq Sig
/ think sponsorships are a waste of money.
Groups A, B, D; n = 288; 196































































































































































/ would rather see money devoted to sports than to
arts sponsorship.
Groups A, B, D; n = 292; 196
Control Group; n = 35; 36
Chi Sq Sig
Companies that sponsor the arts seem to be successful.
Groups A, B, D; n = 297; 197
Control Group; n ^ 36; 34
Chi Sq Sig
The Festival would not be possible without sponsorships.
Groups A, B, D; n = 302; 196



























































Group^i A, B, D = Trfalmiml Groupf.; Group C = Control (rwnottending) Group; Samph's •i.izes for ''Before" and "After" arc ^iven, for example. r\—287. 193. Clii-Sqnnred rcsiiltf. uml Ilic
level of significance are ako provided.
results are not surprising, given that the
Control Group is made up predominantly
of people without a true interest in the arts.
Given that the attitudes expressed in
Tables 3 and 4 are generic to many spon-
sorship situations, further analysis was
undertaken. Although the data was col-
lected using an ordinal scale, it is reason-
able to assume that the points on such a
scale are equidistant and to treat it as an
interval scale to facilitate the calculation of
means (Acker, Kumar, and Day, 1995).
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the analysis of
the above attitudinal statements, examin-
ing for response mean differences (a) be-
tween Control and Treatment Groups and
(b) between Before and After attitudes.
Once again stronger differences between
Treatment and Control Groups existed be-
fore the Festival than after, a somewhat
unexpected result suggesting that Treat-
ment Groups might have been unim-
pressed by the Festival or that a condition-
ing effect in the Control Group resulted
from receiving the questionnaire.
Significant differences, at the .05 level,
were found in the "Before" results in re-
lation to (1) corporate sponsors' involve-
ment in the community (Control Group
agreeing less); (2) finance companies not
being involved in sponsorships (Controi
Group agreeing more); (3) Control Group
less inclined to think well of companies
that sponsor the arts; and (4) sponsorships
being no different from advertising (Con-
trol Group agreeing more).
Significant "Before" and "After" results
were found in relation to the giving of
business to arts sponsors (Control Group
less likely to) and in the preference for
sports versus arts sponsorship (Control
Group less in favor of money going to the
arts). These are expected results since
the Control Group (the general public)
shows less dedication to the arts, more to
sports, and feels less allegiance or appre-
ciation to arts sponsors than do Festival
ticket holders.
Table 5 confirms earlier findings that
"Before" and "After" Festival results are
generally not significantly different, even
when taking mean attitudinal scores, and
splitting respondents into Treatment and
Control Groups. Overall, the results show
more positive attitudes toward sponsor-
ship and sponsors by the Treatment
Groups. However, the low number of ac-
tual pairs of before-after respondents in
the Control Group (less than 30) make any
interpretation statistically weak. Even
though 40 and 43 Control Group re-
sponses were received for Stages I and II
of the study, respectively, a smaller num-
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TABLE 5
Two Sample (Treatment versus Control Group) Comparisons of Mean Attitudinal Response
Two Sample t tests—Treatment versus Control Treatment Mean Control Mean t Sig ^l^..^
Sponsors are only after consumers' money.
Before: nt = 287. nc = 35 3.38 3.37 O.^l ...0;994
After; ct = 193. nc = 35 3-34 3.46 ~P.:^.L..9.:^^.
Corporate sponsors are involved m ttieir community.
Before; nt = 287, nc = 35 2.14 2.51 -2 .51 0.013 *
After; ct = 192. nc = 33 2.18 2.15 9.-.^?.....9;?.^?
Adelaide Festival is better because of sponsors.
Before; nt = 298; nc = 36 1-81 2.08 .:.?..?'!.....°.f??
After; ct = 191; nc = 34 1-67 1.74 "P.-.^S 0.635
Finance companies st)ould not get involved In sponsorstiip.
Before; nt = 272; nc = 31 3.76 3.45 h?.l....9.:9^. *.
After; ct = 193; nc = 32 3.84 3.59 1.72 0.088
Sponsors are only after consumers' money.
Before; nt = 266, nc = 32 3.05 3.06 z9:9.L..!^:.^^J.
After; ct = 175; nc = 30 3.32 3.37 "O-.^S 0;806
/ think well of companies ttiat sponsor the arts.
Before; nt = 293; nc = 35 1.69 2.03 .:2.73 . ?.007 *
After; ct = 197. nc = 37 l._78_ 1.94 -1.31 0.191
Sponsorships are no different from advertising.
Before; nt = 288; nc = 34 3.1 2.71 2.01 0.045 *
After; ct = 197; nc = 37 2.89 2.83 O;.?^ 0:794
/ v^outd be inclined to give my business to firms that sponsor the arts.
Before; nt = 291, nc = 33 2.33 2.73 -2 .^5 0.015 *
After; ct = 197, nc = 35 2.34 2.71 .:?..21.....9:f?.28 .*
/ thinlK sponsorships are a waste of money.
Before; nt = 288. nc = 35 4.19 3.80 ?;.91....9:3.4.9
After; ct = 196. nc = 33 4.005 3.93 9:^^.....
/ would rather see money devoted to sports than to arts sponsorstiip.
Before; nt = 292. nc = 35 _  _ 4.44_ 3.80 ^.:^!^.....
After; ct = 196; nc = 36 4.39 3.64 ?;.^'!....
Companies that sponsor the arts seem to be successful.
Before; nt = 297; nc = 36 2.37 2.58 zhJ^.....9:9l.
After; ct = 197, nc = 34 2.48 2.47 9;.9?.....9:?.^.?.
The Festival would not be possible without sponsorships.
Before; nt = 302, nc = 36 1.78 1.80 ."9;.?® .,,.9:^.1^
After; ct = 196, nc = 35 1.80 1.86 -0 .4 0.692
Ill and nc = number in treatment and control samples, respectively.
Sfalc: 1 - Strongly Agree ... 3 = Don't Know ... 5 = Strongly Disagree.
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TABLE 6
Paired f Tests: Before and After Attitude Scores on the Same Respondents
Paired f tests on Before and After Mean Attitude Scores Before Mean After Mean t Vaiue Sig Sig at .05
Sponsors are only after consumers' money.
....9l°^.P.!..^.'..?.'..P.'..R^!r^.."..?:?.? 3.28 3.33 -0 .55 0.585
Control Group; pairs = 13 3.23 3.23 0 1.0
Corporate sponsors are Involved in their community.
_ _Groups A, B, D: pairs - 173 2.12 2.14 -0.27 0.786
Control Group; pairs = 11 2.36 1.73 2.28 0,046 *
Adelaide Festival is better because of sponsors.
_ J3raups_ A, B_, D;_ pairs_ = 184 1.67 1.64 0.51 0.61
Control Group; pairs = 12 2.08 1.67 1.82 0.096
Finance companies should not get involved in sponsorship.
GrouiDS A, B, p; pairs = 162 3.27 3.31 -0.59 0.557
Control Group; pairs = 11 3.0 3.45 -2.19 0.053
Sponsors are only after consumers' money.
?-.25 3.23 -0.99 0.33
....P..;i..9.:9^.P...R^if......?: 3 3.45 -2.19 0.053
/ thinh well of companies that sponsor the arts.
....9.^?!^.P.^..^'.,?;..P.'..P^if.^..?;..^.?^ ^-7 1-79 - 1 . 6 2 0.108
Control Group; parrs = 12 2.08 2.08 0 1.0
Sponsorships are no different from advertising.
Groups A, B. D; pairs = 179 3.03 2.89 1.58 0.116
Control Group; pairs = 12 2.58 2.58 0 1.0
/ would be inclined to give my business to firms that sponsor the arts.
Groups A, B. D; pairs = 182 2.34 2.35 -0.08 0.94
Control Group; pairs = 10 2.8 3.0 -1.0 0.34
/ think sponsorships are a waste of money.
__G_i;oups A, B, D; pairs = 180 4.22 4.02 0.93 0.35
....?.°"^!'.°.L!^.';°^.P'..P^i!'.^..!:..^!': 3 .81 4.0 - o . 5 6 0.59
/ would rather see money devoted to sports than to arts sponsorship.
Groups A, B, D; pairs = 186 2.41 2.49 -1.7 0.09
Control Group; pairs = 12 2.58 2.58 0 1.0
Companies that sponsor the arts seem to be successful.
Groups A, B, D; pairs = 198 2.41 2.49 -1.65 0.1
Control Group; pairs = 12 2.58 2.58 0 1.0
The Festival would not be possible without sponsorships.
_ Groups A, _B,p; pairs = 187 __ _ 1.79 1.81 -0.87 0.39
Control Group; pairs = 12 1.83 1.92 -0.36 0.72
Scale: 1 = Strongly Agree .. . 3 = Don't Knozo ... 5 = Sirongly Disagree.
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7 ^^^^ enabled the campaign to benefit from
Changes in the Awareness "^"^ ^ "^''^ *^ ""' ""^''^ "*'"*^ ^^ '^  "^  '^^ "*'^ "''
two companies could enjoy.
o f S p o n s o r . . , ^ . ,• •
~ As previously mentioned, prelimmary
Before After P-value in-depth interviews had enabled the re-
Company In % in % (Sig.) searchers to refine a list of attitude state-
.-p. Q „_„ ments reflecting the desired change in ini-
aee or attitudes that each of the participat-
B 11.9 12.8 .127 . . . . . . .
mg sponsors aimed to mitiate by mvestmg
P. 9 .9 .^-.9 in the Festival of the Arts. Other state-
ments included attitudes or beliefs that
the companies aimed to dispel by spon-
ber answered questions in both stages. En- ^^^-^^^ o^e of ^ ^ ^^^^^^ at the FesHval of
couraging an improved Control Group re- ^^e Arts. Of the statements included in the
sponse rate is a major challenge for any survey, several exhibited clear differences
future simitar study. between "Before" and "After," as shown
in Table 8.
Company-specific results It is clear from Table 8 that the three
All three companies wanted the public to companies achieved their objectives to a
be aware of their role as sponsors of one varied extent, even though they all in-
event of the Festival of the Arts. Table 7 vested in the same sponsorship opportii-
shows the change in awareness observed nity in selecting the Adelaide Festival of
before and after the event. The question the Arts. Clearly company A, having in-
asked of A and B was "Did you know that vested in a series of performances and
(A/B) sponsored the 1998 Adelaide Festi- having leveraged the sponsorship expen-
val of the Arts?" For D, respondents were diture by a corollary promotional budget,
asked to "Name the sponsor of Taming of was able to achieve more, both in terms of
Uie Shreio" and, interestingly, only "phan- awareness of its role as a sponsor as well
tom" sponsors were named rather than as in its desired image change. Its involve-
the real sponsor D. ment in the Festival was the main vehicle
Only company A seems to have used to promote a certain profile for the
achieved its aim of making the audience company, as well as to dispel potential
aware of its role as a sponsor. This com- negative attitudes that the public might
pany differed from its two counterparts have held against it {such as "A only deals
by its willingness to engage in additional with rich people"). As a financial institu-
promotional support. Indeed, its involve- tion newly introduced to the Australian
ment in the Festival was widely promoted market, company A sought the opportu-
on bus sides and backs as well as with nity to be identified as an international in-
other outdoor advertising around Ad- stitution and was willing to invest a con-
t'laide, in addition to extensive print me- siderable amount of money to encourage
dia advertising and leaflets distribution at members of its target market to contact
the event venue. The company's logo was them for future financial advice. Of all
also evident on programs, in press adver- three companies, A dedicated the most to
tisements, and at venues. The nature of adjunct communication programs, with a
the event itself, consisting of a series of budget ratio of 75<t for every dollar in-
shows rather than a single performance, vested into securing the sponsorship.
Clearly, sponsorship of the Festival
"worked" for company A, as indicated by
the high awareness of its sponsorship ef-
fort (see Table 7) and the image enhance-
ment it benefited from as a result of the
event (as evidenced by the statements
from respondents, see Table 8). Whether
the extent of change warranted the initial
investment, however, remains unclear as
total initial sponsorship investment
amounts were not disclosed to the re-
searchers. These results are consistent
with the findings of Stipp and Schiavone
(]996), who advocated that the three fac-
tors contributing most to the success of
sponsorship were perceived advertising
quality, positive attitudes about the event
(in their case the 1992 Barcelona Olympic
games), and visibility during the event. In
other words, the visibility of the sponsor
during the event is conducive of a "halo"
effect, which benefits the sponsor insofar
as the initial attitudes to the event were
favorable.
Determining the optimal amount of ex-
penditures necessary to secure such vis-
ibility has of course been the concern of
sponsors for some time. In a Canadian
study, Thwaites et al. (1998) provided sta-
tistics that showed that more than one-
third of sponsors (37 percent) allocated no
additional expenditures, while some 44
percent dedicated only 50 percent of spon-
sorship expenditures to additional expen-
ditures. Regarding the sponsors that spent
more, 12 percent of firms invested 51 to
100 percent, 5 percent invested up to
double their sponsorship investments,
and only 2 percent of firms went beyond
that point. Such "leverage" expenditures
included costs for signs and barmers, pub-
lic relations, advertising of the sponsor-
ship, hospitality, advertising the event,
point-of-sale promotions, mainstream ad-
vertising, competitions, and direct mail.
Meenaghan (1998) suggests that the In-
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TABLE 8
Company-specific Statements Exhibiting Significant Changes (in %) between
Before and After Surveys
statement
A Is an international group.
Before
After
A should sponsor more arts events.
Before
After
/ would consider contacting A for information.
Before
After
Company A deals with rich people.
Before
After
/ hope A will remain a Festival sponsor.
Before
After
B is a good corporate citizen.
Before
After
B is primarily a sports sponsor.
Before
After
B is a very professional company.
Before
After
B is truly an international company.
Before
After












































































































































dustry norm in order to ensure adequate
exploitation of a sponsorship should be
100 percent or a ratio of 1:1 with the costs
of securing property rights.
As "sponsorship clutter" increases, the
associated cost of leverage also needs to
increase. Sponsorship clutter may well
have been a problem at the 1998 Adelaide
Festival, with the Festival Booking Guide
showing the logos for one naming-right
sponsor, four corporate sponsors, twenty
official sponsors, five official suppliers.
and two government agency sponsors as
well as the Adelaide Festival Center. In
such an environment, ambush marketing,
be it deliberate or incidental {Quester,
1997), becomes a real concern as many
nonsponsors potentially reap the benefit
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. . . audiences welcome sponsorship and are grateful for
its role in facilitating the staging of arts events.. . [ujnlike
advertisers whose messages are resented and inter-
preted as self-serving and intrusive . . .
of consumers' mistaken sponsorship asso-
ciations (Meenaghan, 1998).
At the other end of the spectrum, com-
pany D barely achieved any impact at all
on its intended audience. Indeed, atten-
dance to the show sponsored by D re-
vealed no corporate identification (signs
ov logo) of any sort at the venue and no
acknowledgments of the sponsor in the
program. Furthermore, no additional ad-
vertising or communication program was
put in place to promote D's involvement
as a sponsor of the Festival. Unless man-
agement considers such investment as
purely philanthropic, D is badly served by
its current choice of sponsorship and/or
by its handling of it. Indeed, the single
significant result obtained in relation to
attitude statements appeared to be more
the result ot" guesswork or post-
rationalization on the part of respondents,
since, to our knowledge, no information
was available to the effect that D had
sponsored the event they had attended.
More likely, being one ot* more than ten
statements, this significant result is the re-
sult of chance alone. Subsequent discus-
sions between the researchers and D's
management revealed some uncertainty
about who should bear responsibility for
promotion of logos in a sponsorship ar-
rangement—the sponsor, the sponsee, or
the organizing body such as the Adelaide
Festival Office. Such critical sponsorship
management issues are often overlooked,
i>r may remain ambiguous in their defini-
l ion (Simms, 1997). Using Stipp and Schia-
vone's terminology, D appears to have
missed its opportunity to benefit from any
"halo" effect in relation to the Festival, by
remaining an invisible sponsor both at
and around the event.
Company B fell somewhere between
the two previous cases. Having leveraged
its sponsorship to a much lesser extent
than A (B spent only approximately 25
cents to the dollar in advertising), this pas-
senger transport company cannot be said
to have failed in its endeavor: in addition
to image-related objectives, the company
had clear commercial objectives expressed
in terms of additional business generated
by the event. The role of company B as
official supplier to the Festival reputedly
provided for profit opportunities in terms
of bringing audiences from interstate to
the event. Thus, while it is clear that B was
less successful than A in terms of aware-
ness and attitude changes, it may have
been a better performer overall in terms of
direct profitability.
CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR
FUTURE RESEARCH
This study has provided some needed em-
pirical evidence in relation to arts spon-
sorship. Overall, the data shows that au-
diences welcome sponsorship and are
grateful for its role in facilitating the stag-
ing of arts events. Unlike advertisers
whose messages are resented and inter-
preted as self-serving and intrusive, spon-
sors benefit from using a mediiun that is
perceived as facilitating the staging of per-
formances chosen by the audience and,
overall, enjoyed for their own worth.
Taking into consideration the company-
specific results, the study shows that care-
ful management is essential to the ultimate
success of arts sponsorship programs, just
as it is for other forms of sponsorship and
more generally for other forms of market-
ing communication. In particular, the
choice of the type of event (a series versus
a single show) and, more importantly, the
willingness to leverage the sponsorship
investment with a wider communication
program that includes actively advertis-
ing the sponsor's role to the target market,
appear essential to the success of the spon-
sorship investment. This translates into
more positive attitudes toward the firm
and even, as was the case for A, improves
the likelihood of future interaction with it.
Our findings agree with the suggestion by
Stipp and Schiavone (1996) that "if there is
an (event) for which a large segment of the
audience has a high regard, if the adver-
tiser creates good commercials, and if the
commitment to the program event is sig-
naled through heavy advertising, the ad-
vertiser can expect added value." The data
clearly make the case for the type of Inte-
grated Marketing Communication (IMC)
approach advocated in the recent adver-
tising literature.
Significant differences were found be-
tween "Before" and "After" attitudes to-
ward sponsors and sponsorship, as well
as between Control and Treatment
Croups' perceptions of sponsorships,
However, many other questions remain
unanswered, using this or other data col-
lected at events such as the Festival of the
Arts. For example, the issue of whether
particular demographic groups are more
sensitive than others to sponsors' efforts
has not been examined. As many sponsors
of the arts have smaller, more defined tar-
get markets, such information could pro-
vide clearer indication with regard to
event choice and might even enable spon-
soring companies to determine better
which type of events to support.
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While some evidence of a direct rela-
tionship between the sponsorship effec-
tiveness and the size of the sponsorship-
related promotional budget is reported
here, we have not yet been able to esti-
mate the ratio that would optimize the
sponsorship investment. Clearly this
would be of direct relevance to sponsors:
Company A did well by spending 75 cents
of related promotional activities for every
dollar spent on the sponsorship proper,
but could it have performed better with a
ratio of 1:1? Further analysis also remains
to be undertaken regarding Control/
Treatment Group differences, the results
of which will be reported elsewhere.
This paper also shows how an experi-
mental approach may be used for the pur-
pose of identifying attitudinal changes in
particular audience groups. It is the con-
clusion of this paper, and the contention
of its authors, that any agenda for research
in the area of arts sponsorship should in-
clude experimental designs of the type
described here. Although by no means
perfect, experiments provide results with
validity often lacking in traditional sur-
veys. The limited scope of this study does
not preclude, and indeed enhances, the in-
ternal validity of its findings. To the extent
that other art events share some character-
istics with the Adelaide Festival, their
management may derive some guidance
from our results. Their ability to convince
their sponsors of the need to invest in ad-
ditional leverage activities may well deter-
mine the ultimate performance of the re-
lationship and, hence, influence the prob-
ability of renewed sponsorships.
Our results are made less robust by
some limitations in the methodology. Al-
though the experimental survey was well
designed to account for the measurability
of the Treatment effects, some flaws in the
design have become apparent. For ex-
ample, we must acknowledge the possibil-
ity of some demand effects resulting from
our use of the same sample of audience
members. However, this risk is inherent in
field experimental designs and should not
detract from their prime quality—that
they allow one to measure changes occur-
ring within a small population exposed
once or a very limited number of times to
a performance supported by the sponsor.
Another methodological problem con-
fronting our study is using attendance at a
sponsored event as the treatment: we have
in fact not sufficiently isolated the attitude
effects of, say, "pleasure attained from the
performance," from "pleasure attained
from the sponsorship." Future research
might address this by further partitioning
the sample, to form a Latin Square design,
or by accompanying a field experiment
with a laboratory experiment—perhaps
issuing tickets to events where the iden-
tity of the sponsor is made evident for
some and concealed for others.
Finally, the crucial link to behavior has
been ignored in this study as in many oth-
ers. Self-reported increased likelihood to
contact company A for information is a
mere surrogate to measuring actual action
taken. Future experimental designs could
include measurements of actual behavior
such as inquiries or actual business transac-
tions. Ultimately, this is the vital link that
only experiments can provide. <^ 3J>
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